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• Wikipedia: "a being
with both organic and 
biomechatronic body 
parts"

• Artificial parts are not 
necessarily visible

What is a cyborg?



Fuzzy range of definitions

A human who
(permanently) depends
on technology
• hearing aid devices, wheelchairs, 

dentures
• smartphones, glasses

A human with technology 
permanently implanted 
into or onto their body
• artificial hips, prostheses, 

artificial teeth

A human with electronics
permanently implanted
into/onto their body
• pacemakers, artificial hearts, 

nanobots, implanted credit cards

A true hybrid being 
between human and 
machine
• brain-machine interfaces, 

robotic skeletons

broader definition narrower definitionCyborg

clothing, shoes, 
cars, tools, 
drugs,...?

artificial (but organic!) implants?

"smart" technology



Classification

Medical 
treatment

• cure diseases
• diagnostics
• compensate for 

handicaps

Enhancement
• more-than-

compensate for 
handicaps

• enhance the
healthy body 

beyond the
natural norm

• "cure" 
ageing

?

Transhumanism
• transform Homo 

Sapiens into 
something more 
advanced
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What is possible already today?

• cardiac pacemaker against arrhythmia
• deep brain stimulation against Parkinson's, chronic pain, 

depression,…
Pacemakers

• increasingly sophisticated
• very rapid development

Artificial 
limbs/prostheses 

• don't work very well yetMechanical hearts



What is possible already today?

Implanted
hearing aids

• very low resolution
• only rudimentary sightRetinal implants

• measuring blood sugar, temperature,…
• diagnosing cancer

Diagnostic
implants



What is possible already today?

Artificial colour perception
• Neil Harbisson

Microchips under the skin
• ID, credit card, key, etc.

Mind-controlled tools
• Prostheses, wheelchairs,…
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What might be possible in 30 years?

•hearts, lungs, eyes, ears,…Artificial organs

•mostly arms and legs
Fully functional 
artificial limbs

•diagnostics
•repairing damage
•destroying cancer

Nanobots

• for paralyzed patients
• to compensate for brain damage

"Proper" brain-
computer-interfaces
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What might be common in 30 years?

• ID, credit card, etc. -> already possible today, but not 
common

• implanted "smartwatch" or similar devices

Microchips in/under 
your skin for various 

purposes

• implanted earphones
• retina implantsVR/AR enhancement

• moving/changing "tatoos"
• LEDs in/under your skinDecoration

QUESTION: Will we do it, just because we can?
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What might be possible in 30 years?

• superior strength
• superior speed
• superior endurance

(Exo-)skeletons

• infrared and UV vision
• super HD vision
• 360° vision

Enhanced
artificial eyes

• reinforced bones and skin
• implants emitting heat -> robustness against cold

environments

Enhanced
robustness
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What might be possible in 30 years?

• direct mental access to the internet or 
other information sources

• remote-controlling (humanoid) robots
• direct connection to other people 

("telepathy")
• intelligence and memory enhancement 

through "smart" brain implants

Brain-
computer-
interfaces 

(BCI)

QUESTION: If a human mind lives in a brain-machine hybrid, can we still call it human?
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Summary

• A cyborg in the broad sense is "a being with both organic and 
biomechatronic body parts"

• We have to differentiate between medical treatment and true 
enhancement – though the lines are blurry

• Most of what is done today focuses on medical treatment, but rudimentary
enhancement is already possible

• In the near future, enhancement might play a bigger role, as technology
becomes cheaper, smarter, more powerful and more reliable

• Enhancement can challenge our understanding of what it means to be 
human
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Takk for deres oppmerksomhet!
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